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The BBC is an inspirational institution where innovation, collaboration and future-thinking 
are more than simple buzzwords; they are the backbone of what makes the BBC a global 
success.  Working dynamically, openly and with a sense of wonder, the BBC consistently 
shape the future of the industry.  For BBC Wales, the new headquarters will become this 
hub of creativity and collaborative working.  The building and interior not only need to act 
as a functional environment, but one that reflects their groundbreaking past and 
innovative future.  
 
BBC Wales need something original, something unique; something very BBC. 
 
Crumpled  is a table that provides the BBC with this object of wonder.  Looking like a 
scrunched up page from a script that has fallen from a desk, those who approach it are 
treated to a visual curiosity.  Simply: I love it, but what is it?  A BBC Wales red-coloured 
interaction tile on the surface indicates to the user that something might happen.  Push 
the tile and it unfurls into a taller ‘desk’, designed for use with low seats.  Push the tile 
again and it unfurls further, ready for higher chairs.  Push again and it fully unfurls to a 
standing-height desk.  What can be seen on the side of the once scrunched up object? 
The text from a script of a famous BBC TV show.  Push the tile and the surface down and 
it crumples back to any number of its lower heights.  Move the table to another zone on 
its hidden castors, pull a few together for quick group meetings or seek out your  table 
with your  favourite image, scrunched on the side. 
 
Crumpled  is a more than a desk, it is a reflection of the BBC’s inquisitive, innovative 
nature.  It provides a look into its past and a surface to sketch out its future.  
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